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FOREWORD
This tcohnical report covers all the engine test activity
necessary I-o fulfill the scope of work requirements of Contract
DE-ACO2-78CS54936 between the Department of Energy and Cummins
Engine Company.
The government program management was conducted by the
Office of Vehicle and Engine R&D. This organization is within
the auspices of the Assistant Secretary for Conservation and
Renewable Energy of the Department of Energy. Program officers
of the Department of Energy were Mr. S. B. Kramer, Mr. A. A.
Chosne.9, and Mr. E. W. Gregory, 11. Under thc. Lerms of a DOE/
NASA interagency agreement, the NASA-Lewis Research Center of
Cleveland, Ohio, served for DOE as the technical project managers
for this project. James C. Wood served as the technical repre-
sentative of the NASA-Lewis organization.
The requirements of NASA Policy Directive NPD 2220.4
(September 4, 1970) regarding the use of SI Units have been
waived in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5d of that
Directivo by the Director of Lewis Research Center.
The Cuimilins technical director of this program was Mr. Roy
Kamo. The authors would like to acknowledge the valuable contri-
bution in the performance of the program by the following people:
M. C. Brands, M. Cooper, C. J. Rhoades, J. Cox, J. M. Mulloy, and
H. G. Weber.
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LqUMMA!1Y
The primary objective of the advanced turbocompound diesel
engine program was to improve the tank mileage by 5% over the
1980 vehicle test (interim) turbocompound diesel engines. The
technical approaches used to develop the advanced turbocompound
engine were:
1. Incroase the available exhaust gas (merry to the turbines
with a more efficient exhaust manifold and by insulating
the exhaust system componeniL.s.
II. Improve the fuel injection characteristics by providing
sishigher injection prouros and shoi l or injection dura-
( ion"".
III. Improve* 	 turbocompound system by optimizing the power
turbine speed for maximum turbine efficiency and by re-
ducing tho turbine shaft boarinq mechanical losses.
IV. bower the intake manifold temperature from 140 0F to 11011
to reduce nitric oxide eiiii sts, ions, and ineroaso engine
thermal efficiency.
V. Improve tho compressor efficiency 1-2% by reducing the
operating clearances with an abradable shroud.
The combined effect of these improvements resulted in a
ratod power 11SF(' of .310 lb/blip•-lir with a minimum DSFC of .298
lb/bhp-hr while meet inq the California 6 gram combined (BSNO 
x 
+BS11C)
gUBL'OUS Q1 111,98iOn 10VOI.
To quantify the tank mileage improvements of the advanced
turbocompound engine its performance map was used as input to
Cummins' Vehicle Mission Simulation (VMS) program to predict the
tank mileage over the Cummins' Pilot Center fuel economy route for
comparison to the interim engines. In thto course of the vehicle
tosting program completed in 1980, it was proven that an excellent
correlation exists between VMS predicted tank mileages and actual
vehicle test results. The VMS calculation predicted a tank mileage
of 5.75 mpg for the advanced Lurbocompound engine while the interim
turbocompound engine prediction was 5.40 mpg. Thus, a predicted
tame mileage improvement of 6.5% was achieved with the advanced
turbocompound diesel engine.
In summation, the advanced turbocompound diesel engine program
met and exceeded all tank, mileage goals, further enhancing the
potential fuel consumption savings of the turbocompound diesel
engine.
1
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INTRO UfTION
A program has been underway at Cummins Engine company, Inc.
since 1972 to develop the turbocompound diesel engine, This
engine is a hybrid diesel reciprocator which is augmented in ,power
by a low pressure power turbine. The turbine power generated by
means of exhaust gas expansion is transferred to the drive train
by mechanically fearing the power turbine to the rear of the crank-
shaft at a fixed speed ratio. A fluid coupling is utilized to
separate the crankshaft torsional vibrations from the high speed
gearing and turbine shaft.
Thn lahoratory engineering development of the turbocompound
engine reached a mature stage following the evolution of three
power turbine and clear train designs. The next logical evaluation
involved vehicle performance testing.  Thus; , Cummins Engine Company
entvred into a contract with the Department of Energy in 1978 which
called for a comprehensive vohic 3 o test evaluation to ascertain the
viability cif the t urb000mpound engine for trucks and buses of the
1c180's.
As part of this effort, two 450 BHP NU turbocompound diesel
engines; ware at..+t'ilbled and dynamometer tested. both enoilaes. met
the California h gram (BSNO FBSUC) oombinoO gaseousemissions limit
and achieved a minimum fuel xconsumption of .313 lb/bhp-err and a
value at rated hewer of .321 1b/bhp-hv. These engines, ware then
installed in Class Vi.l l (73,000 c,VW) heavy-duty tr"okstrucksto deter-
mine their fuel consumption potential and performance character-
istics. One turbocompound engine-powered vehicle was evaluated
at the Cunm ►ins, Pilot Center facility where detailed engine-- transa-
mi sis+ion-veh is l e tests were conducted in a controlled environment.
The ether engine was placed in commercial :service operating between
Flovida and California for 50,000 miles. The results of those
tests are reported in they NASA Technical report OR-W840 (Rof. . 1) .
The most salient finding was that the t' urbocompeaunded engines in
both locations showed a fuel consuoTt ion reduction of 15-16% over
the production N`lC-400 horsepower reference engine.
During these tests,  a number of component liadi f i C gat ions were
inearpora'ted in the turbocompound engine which resulted in fuel
consumption reductions exceeding the expected benefit from turbo-
compounding alone. Through previous laboratory testing, it had
boon established that a benefit of 6% reduction in fuel consump-
tion over an equivalent turbocharged and oftercooled NU engine
was achieved with turbocompounding along the engine's torque curve.
As the load is reduced, the gain reduces in value as the available
exhaust energy decreases. Using these test results, the incre-
mental fuel consumption improvement_ duo to the turbocompounding
alone was 4.2% to 5.3% for the interim turbocompounded engine,
depending upon the terrain or mission load factor:.
They vehicle testing activity described alcove was conducted
with the interim turbocompound diesel.. The interim nomenclature
is primarily a distinction regarding the development status of the
engine at the time of the: vohielo test activity. That is, the
2
vehicle test engines had known aerodynamic deficiencies and
utilized modified production components to turbocharge the engine.
Improvement; could be realized by increasing the available energy
of the exhaust gas at the turbine inlet, by incorporating current
aerodynamic design practices into improving the turbomachinery
efficiencies, and through refined engine system optimization. The
combined effects of these improvements were expected to increase
the tank mileage by 5 00 over the interim turbocompound diesel
engines. Therefore, in September of 1980, the Department of Energy
extended the contract with Cummins to continue the development of
an advanced turbocompound diesel engine. The primary objective of
this program was to improve the tank mileage of the advanced turbo-
compound diesel engine by 5% over the interim turbocompound diesel
engine. A five-phase program was established to achieve these
goals and enhance the fuel conservation potential of the turbo-
compound diesel:
Task I	 Baseline Performance Mapping
Task II	 Engine Performance Testing and Upgrading
Task III Advanced Engine Preparation
Task IV Advanced Engine Dynamometer Testing
Task V	 VMS Analysis
Task I included engine removal from the Pilot Center test
vehicle and installation in a dynamometer test cell to establish
baseline data repeatability. Steady-state performance mapping
consisting of a matrix of engine speed and load conditions was
completed along with measurement of gaseous emissions.
Task II included an improvement in the fuel injection system
along with flow path design changes to the exhaust manifold to
reduce the pumping losses and minimize the exhaust gas mixing
losses.
Task III entailed the implementation of existing design prac-
tices typically employed in gas turbine power plants into the
turbocompound engine turbomachinery, engine system optimization,
and insulation of the exhaust system components.
Task IV was the dynamometer testing of the advanced turbo-
compound engine developed in Task III. This included performance
mapping to assess the performance achieved against the interim
engine performance at equivalent gaseous emission levels.
Task V utilized the performance map generated in Task IV as
input to Cummins' Vehicle Mission Simulation (VMS) computer pro-
gram. VMS is an analytical model which predicts the tank mileage
for the advanced turbocompound engine.
These VMS results were, in turn, compared to the reference
tank mileage predictions of the interim turbocompound vehicle test
engines.
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1.0 Turbocompound Encino Description
The turbocompound engine was developed from the Cummins NH
engine. The bore and stroke of the NH engine are 5.5 and 6.0
inches, respectively. The NH is four cycle inline-six cylinder
of 855 cubic inch displacement. Fuel is supplied to the engine
by the Cummins PTO high pressure injection system. The turt,ocom-
pound engine was turbocharged, aftercooled, and conventionally
cooled.
A number of component modifications have been made to improve
the engine system performance under turbocompounding conditions.
These include design changes of the camshaft, valves, cylinder
head exhaust ports, exhaust manifold, and turbocharger. Primarily,
these modifications were initiated to reduce the blowdown energy
losses during the exhaust phase of the cycle and to improve the
transmission efficiency of the exhaust gas from the cylinder to
the first stage turbine.
The turbocompound system consists of three separate modules.
The modular concept was selected to provide for ease of assembly
and maintenance. The first module consists of a radial inflow low
pressure power turbine to recover the exhaust gas energy and its
bearing cartridge. The second module consists of the high speed
gearbox using involute spur gearing to achieve part of the
necessary speed reduction from the power turbine to the crankshaft.
Lubrication is provided by the engine oil system and directed by
internal oil drillings. The third module is the low speed gearbox
which completes the speed reduction required. A fluid coupling is
an integral part of this module which performs the function of
separating the high speed gearing from the crankshaft torsional
vibrations. The flywheel housing is an S.A.E. No. 1 housing con-
structed of cast iron to support the weight of the gear train.
The overall increase in engine length is one inch and the entire
system is designed such that it may be installed in most high
horsepower engine applications. The design provides for 50% over-
speed capability and 100% overspeed burst containment. A schematic
of the Cummins turbocompound diesel engine is shown in Figure 1,
while the assembled engine is shown in Figure 2.
The turbocompound engine was rated 450 brake horsepower at
1900 rpm engine speed with 15% torque rise to 1440 lb-ft at 1300
rpm. A lower operating speed rating was selected to take advantage
of the low speed torque characteristics of a turbocompound engine.
The increase in power rating at a lower engine speed was achieved
without increasing the thermal or structural loading of the
reciprocator.
2.0 Baseline Testinq_: _Task _I
The interim turbocompound engine was removed from the Cummins
Pilot Center test vehicle in April o" 1980. This engine and the
associated turbocompound gear train were disassembled and examined
for any undue or unusual wear. Inspection revealed that the high
speed gear housing bushing had seized on the fluid coupling shaft.
4
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The buohing seizure was caused by the fluid coupling 8,11aft bottom-
inq in the t,-;oar housing buahinq bore due to improper st"Okup of the
shaft-fluid co"plinq assembly.Due to this problem, it wa ts decided
to u
p
date the test engine with a revised turb000mpound (Jear train
housing which corrected this problem and aloo elimit)atod extezrnal
oil drillinqo for lubrication of the qearo.
Steady-state performance mapping cont;itstinq of ia matrix of
engine tipeod and load conditions wd,,:,  than completed, along with
mea""Urvi"lont of gaseous emisnionn. Baseline data repeatability wain
achieved with a meaoured brake specific fuel consumption (IsSW) of
.323  1 b/blil )-hr at the California 0 qrkim vombitiod (IISNO X + 11011(l)
0a"000U.i 01111.11,131on lov-1.
_J'na_trjo I ot^fcarm.,inoc Tostino and U rak in(T:
A new cas.l exhau.st manifold was do.nignod to improvo the pulse
oon-wrvation of the 0XIV-1U.St, bl0WdC)W11. The junctions at each port
connection were do ,.-, iqnod to maintain a constant area such that the
oxhaust pumping work was minimized. This manifold provided BSFC
improvements of .003 lb/blip-hr at rated power and a .005 lb/bhp-hr
at torquo peak power. The most significant WSW improvements were
made at part , load in the 1300-1600 rpm engine spood range.
In an effort to optimize the exhaust valve timin(l, a now
exhaust camshaft lobo was designed which opened the exhaust valve
0 earlier anti 
had 
110	
() 0 
longer dwell than the baseline cam. Engine
performance testing did not show any fuel consumption improvement
with the new ("am but (lid show an increase in available exhaust  qds.
energy. The on(line performance may improve however, as, the turbo-
machinery efficiency increases such that the additional blowdown
energy convortou to turbomk,,7-hinory work is greater than the reduced
in-cylinder work.
A now injector camshaft lobe war, dosig , tod to provide improved
injection characteristics, for the advanced turboc8mpound engine.
The new cam reduced the injection duration by 0.5 crank angle and
increased the injection pressure by approximately 3000 psi over
the interim baseline cam. The higher injection pressure and
resultant shorter duration accelerates the air-fuel mixing rate.
Performance testing at the same emission level resulted in a .002-
.003 lb/blip-hr BSFC reduction along the torque curve.
At this point, a performance map was generated which showed a
IISFC achievement of .318 lb/bhp-hr at ra 4---d power, .307 lb/bhp-hr
at torque peak power, and a minimum of .305 lb/bhp-hr at 1500 rpm.
The fuel map is shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that while
a gain of .005 lb/bhp-hr was achieved over the interim turbocompound
engine at rated power, significantly larger BSFC gains were achieved
at part load and at the lower engine speeds (1300-1600) where an
engine wou , 3 typically operate on a level road at 55 mph.
A 13-mode gaseous emission cycle was also conducted to deter-
mine the injection timing required to conform to the Californian 6
7
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gram (HSN0 +ASHC) gaseous emission limit. The mechanical variable
timing was x setat 140 BTDC dynamic timing for normal operation and
advanced to 21° BTDC dynamic timing during light load operation.
This produced a 5.86 gm/bhp-hr combined (BSN0 +BSHC) gaseous
emission level.
	
x
The new performance map was put into Cummins' Vehicle Miszion
Simulation (VMS) computer program to ascertain the tank mileage
improvement over the interim turbocompound engine. The VMS program
input requirement consists of a detailed description of the vehicle
and selection of a route. The model is capable of adjusting to
varying ambient operating conditions such as temperature plus pre-
vailing wind velocity and direction. The VMS can predict both
steady-state performance and transient engine behavior.
Output data under steady-state operating conditions includes
startability, gradeability, and vehicle performance in all the
transmission gears. The route simulation summary included trip
time, average speed, fuel consumption, gear shifts, time spent at
full throttle, and average engine load factor.
A high degree of confidence in the predictive accuracy of the
VMS model was achieved by comparing the interim turbocompound
vehicle test results with the calculated results of VMS. Therefore,
the VMS program was utilized for predicting performance gains of
the advanced turbocompound engine.
.^ VMS run was made for the Pilot Center fuel economy route at
t.-n completion of Task II. This route consists of public roads
beginning at the Cummins Technical Center in Columbus, Indiana,
going south through Louisville, Kentucky, turning east to Cincinnati,
Ohio, and returning to Columbus. VMS predicted a tank mileage of
5.59 mpg for the upgraded engine versus 5.40 mpg for the interim
engine, or a 3.5 0%
 upgraded turbocompound engine tank mileage
improvement.
4.0 Advanced Engine Preparation: Task III
4.1 Engine System Optimization
The engine cooling system during the vehicle tests utilized a
two-pump, two circuit cooling system providing a 140 0E intake man-
ifold temperature on an 850
 day at rated power. A further reduc-
tion in intake manifold temperature to 110 OF is possible with a
chassis mounted air-to-air aftercooling system. A Class VIII truck
engine currently in production utilizes this type of cooling system.
The comparison between engine fuel consumption along the
torque curve for intake manifold temperatures of 140 0F and 110°F
is seen in Figure 4. The fuel consumption benefit of .001-.004
lb/bhp-hr was due to an increase in air-fuel ratios, resulting in
improved combustion efficiency. The air-fuel ratio changed from 24.8
to 26.3 at torque peak power with 110 0F IMT while the air-fuel
ratio changed from 30.1 to 30.5 at rated power.
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V'xhau.­►t manifold optimization, in addition to t.ho Ta.­)k 11
effort--, wal") dttol',lptod lit ili,.-inq an in-hou.o u proqraw which luimulato.,,
tho exhautnt prove;;:,. With thio, proilram, tho (^xllau.,A qao undercloeo,
a blowdown lo. o ao, the oxhautJ ialvo open:; and the	 flow from
ill(' cylinder throu(J11 the Valve )poninq and into tho oxhju.,A, mani-
food.	 In LIdditicon, pumpiml wort occur.,3 a.,, the piston movo., , upward
t o I or do  i llo oxhalu .' t (Ia., vo int () Uio oxbau.­,t manifold. Tho mani-
fold io, ovaluatod a.,,, a	 (111(,t With a modified friot ion
Voofficiont to account for ille bend.; in the manifold. The opt imum
in.rido diamot,oi (I.D.) i, ,  o."tabliolled by colliparill(I the trade-off
between the incroatood blovidown 	 at ill( ,
 valvo a.o ill( , manifold
I.D. i,nVr0dS0S, tho incrodood pu ► pinq work 3., ; t,ll(,
 
Manifold I.D.
docrea.ses,, and the amount of work extractod f tom the (xhaust ener( ly
tbrouclh the turbocompound ill.bine and tjoar train. This, trado-o-.1f
cul-vo i., ; ­,oen i n Figuro 5. The optimum int,.Ido diiww1or' for the
oxhauo,t: manifold appear-.,,  to I)e in the region of 1.6 to 1.8 inclics.
In an offort to ol.iimizo the exhau ,;t winifold I.D., a manifold
of 1.6 inchos in croso  ­,oction,-.il diai ,oter wa-, evaluated (tho, ( xist -
inq manifold wats 1.8 inchos in diameter). Performance tl-ostinq was
completed for both of these va.$)t oxhaust Pulse	 The
rooxiltr, are shown in Fiquro 6. Tho 1.6 inch diameter manifold had
a .001 to .0o2 lb/bhp-hr increase in brake specific fuel con.sump-
tion a? once the torque curve. This indicated that the optimum
exhau,;t- manifold I.D. WLIS nearer 1.8 inches. To fully sub.st.antiato
this conclusion, a 2.0 inch I.D. manifold should be evaluatod;
however, it wa ,-; not	 during this program.
Inoulation of' the exhaust system to provide increased avail-
ablo exhaust (jus energy to the turbines was evaluated. The C.%xtor-
nally applied insulation consisted of an alumina-silica refractory
T ibor bldnkot . The alumina-silica material chosen Was saitable for
continuous expo-,ure to 2400°1' in a normal oxidizing atmosphere.
Insulated vorsu.s non-insulated engine performance testing was
completed using the blanket to oxtcrnally insulate the exhaust man-
ifold, rhar(le air turbine volute, and inLc?rstaqe duct. The temper-
ature increase at the charge air turbine was 10°F while the power
turbino irilot ;howed an increase of 15°1'. This was due to the
cumulative effect of boat lo.-_.; reduction over the exhaust manifold,
charge air turbine volute, aid intorsta(le duct. The increase in
oxiiaust, (las orithalpy provided a reduction in fuel consumption of
approximately .002 lb/bhp-hr alonq the engine's t orque rquC curve. The
fuel con.sumption for the turbocompound engine is shown in Figure 7
for the in.­,ulzited and non-insulated configurations.
4.2 Froo Power Turbine
'I'll( , Pha-e III turbocompound power turbine shaft was supported
by somi-floatinq joornal boa.ings. The journal bearing power tur-
bine wa.,-, tested on the Cumi;iin s, turbine map stand to evaluate shaft
bearing losses. Bearing losses were measured by determining the
beat rejection to the oil from the bearing housing. This is
accomplished by accurately measuring the oil flow to the bearing
housing. Heat transfer effects were minimized by using a turbine
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inlet temperature which was approximately 250 0E resulting in a
minimum temperature differential between the test unit and the
incoming oil.
A prototype ball bearing supported power turbine shaft was
designed to determine the potential reduction in shaft mechanical
losses compared to the journal bearings. The ball bearing arrange-
ment incorporated spring loaded, angular contact bail bearings.
The design used a modified aluminum bearing housing with an
increased bore to accommodate the larger bearing carrier. The bear-
ing carrier is steel and has radial clearance within the housing
to provide oil film damping. The carrier also incorporates lube
orifices which target a jet of oil on the inner race of each bearing.
The tube jet method requires accurate targeting of the flow to get
oil into the bearing working against the aerodynamic resistance of
the spinning balls and cage. Tire oil is then carried through the
balls and into the bearing housing cavity. The center cavity is
drained or vented to the housing by holes in the bottom of the
carrier. A pair of stacked wavy washers is used to provide axial
preload. The inner races were fixed to the shaft against rotation
by an axial clamp from the high speed pinion nut. The unassembled
unit is shown in Figure 8. The benefit to be gained through the
utilization of bell bearings includes not only a reduction in fric-
tion, but also a possible improvement in turbine nfficienr_y made
possible by a reduction in operating clearances due to a stable
Shaft orbit.
After the initial journal bearing arrangement was evaluated,
the turbine rotor and shaft were modified by reducing the diameter
to accept the ball bearings. Tho comparison test of the ball
bearing power turbine was performed using the same power turbine,
turbine rotor load compressor, and rotor to shroud clearances.
A summary of the friction loss data (as measured by heat
rejection to the oil) is depicted in figure 9. A graph of the ball
bearing versus journal bearing mechanical efficiency is shown in
Figure 10. Figure 9 also shows the parasitic loss in horsepower
of the journal bearing and the ball bearing unit at rated and peak
torque speeds. This difference in horsepower is available as shaft
power for the engine.
Further testing was to have been carried out to evaluate the
gains from reduced operating clearances made possible by the ball
bearing system, however, bench testing indicated that the shaft
stiffness was not sufficient to avoid a flexural mode. This type
of motion would not allow an evaluation of the ball bearing power
turbine with reduced clearances. A second design iteration would
be required to provide sufficient bearing life, satisfactory shaft
dynamics and oil film damping, minimum shaft flexing, and consid-
eration for cost and complexity. A second design iteration was not
pursued due to the design and procurement lead times.
4.3 Power Turbine Speed Optimization
In an effort to improve the aerodynamic efficiency of the
power turbine, an increase in operating speed was required. This
15
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was accomplished by varying the gear ratio with resultant changes
in the operating line of the turbine shown in Figure 11. The
interim turbocompound power turbine operated at a (7oar ratio of 15.78
times the engine speed. Operating lines are shown for enqine speeds
of 1900 and 1300 rpm at three gear ratios: 15.78, 16.4 2, and 17.12
times the engine speed. At 1900 rpm, as the goer ratio is increa."'ed
the power turbine efficiency remains relatively constant at full
load, but decreases slightly at part load.s. At 1300 rpm, however,
the power turbine efficiency improveS, significantly over the full
operating range. Hardware was procured to increase the gear ratio
to 16.42 and 17.12 times the engine speed.
Engine performance tests were completed with all three gear
ratios throu(Ihout a matrix of engine speed and load conditions.
The intermediate ratio of 16.4 1" was selected as, the optimum ratio
after evaluation of the full and part load fuel consumption data
shown in Figure 126 and Figure 13. An average fuel consumption
benefit of .001 lb/bhp-hr was measured along the torque curve over
the intorim gear ratio of 15.78. This is consistent with the
predicted benefits at full load using the improved efficiencies
-fliown in Figure 11.
4.4 Abradablo Shroud Turbine
As stated previously, Task III involved applying practices and
tochniquos typically employed in gas turbine power plants into the
turbocompound engine turbomachinery. One of these practice.,; for
increased efficiency levels is the utilization of abradable mat-
orials in order to reduce clearances between the rotor and shroud.
An abradable nichrome/polyester composite coating was applied
to the charge air turbine shroud The nichrome/ployester coating
has a tomperaturo capability of i5000F. The abradable turbine
shroud was initially evaluated on the engine. Performance testing
was completed for the abradable versus baseline turbine shrouds.
The cold clearance for the turbines evaluated are shown below:
Axial Clearance	 Radial Cloarance
Baseline	 .030	 .010
Abradable	 .015	 (minimum)
Test data along the torque curve did not indicate any fuel
consumption advantage for the abradable turbine shroud.
Bench testing was subsequently completed to more accurately
quantify tho effect of clearances on turbine efficiency. Two
turbine volutes were evaluated: a baseline shroud with no abradable
coating and the turbine shroud with the abradable niclirome/polyester
coating. Axial clearances for the abradable shroud were varied
from .027 inch to .010 inch with minimal radial clearance. The
baseline turbine shroud axial and radial clearances were set at
.027 inch and .010 inch, summarized as follows:
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Peak
Axial Radial Abradable Turbine
Clearance Clearance Contour L-fftciency
Baseline .027 .010 No 79.8
Build 2 .027 Minimum Yes 80.9
Build 3 .018 Minimum yes 80.5
Build 4 .010 minimum Yes 80.3
The abradable charge air turbine shroud contour is shown in
Figure 14 after the bench tests. The turbine efficiency versus
rotor is shown in Figure 15. Taking into account test stand
accuracy and repeatability, the abradable turbine shroud showed
no difference in efficiency when the axial clearance was reduced
from .027 1, to .010".
However, the data indicated a slight gain in turbine effi-
ciency due to the lowering of the radial clearance. This improve-
ment in performance, for this particular turbine, can be traced to
the fact that a reduction in radial clearances reduces the blade
to blade leakage in the area where a large portion of the work is
being done.
4.5 Abradable Compressor Shroud
For the compressor shroud, an aluminum-graphite composite
coating was evaluated, as this material is compatible with an
aluminum comp-l *essor rotor. The turbocharger compressor with the
abradable shroud was first tested on the bench test stand with
minimum radial clearance at the inducer region and .024 inch axial
clearance between the rotor and the contour of the shroud near
the exit. The axial clearance was reduced in .005 inch increments
to a final .004 inch clearance at room temperature. The abradable
shroud shown in Figure 16, after the last bench test, displays the
coating abrasion, with some smearing, due to the compressor
impeller. The performance dai shown in Figure 17 shows the peak
compressor efficiency increasing from 81.7 percent to 83.3 percent
for the minimum clearance build and a 1-2% efficiency improvement
at a constant pressure ratio. This illustrates both an improvement
in peak efficiency and an increase in the width of the efficiency
islands with use of the abradable compressor shroud. Thus, not
only does the compressor work at higher efficiency levels, but it
will also operate in these regions a greater percentage of the time.
Engine performance testing was completed with the abradable
compressor shroud at .024 inch and .004 inch axial clearance and
minimum radial clearance. The engine test data shown in Figure 18
verified the 1-2% efficiency improvement measured on the bench test.
A reduction in fuel consumption of .001-.003 lb/bhp-hr was measured
along the torque curve.
4.6 Abradable Heat Shields
In addition to abradable shrouds, heat sheilds fot both the
charge air turbine and power turbine were coated with feltmetal (R)
abradable material to minimize the turbine backface clearance. The
23
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heat shield is located between the turbine rotor and bearing housing.
Its primary functions are to reduce heat transfer to the bearing
system and provide the rotor backface shroud.
Charge air turbine bench testing was completed with an abrad-
able heat shield with minimum backface clearance and a baseline
heat shield with .035 inch backface clearance. on the bench test
stand, there was no turbine efficiency improvement with the abrad-
able heat shield. However, the heat shield fultmetal material did
abrade indicating a minimum clearance was achieved without damaging
the turbine rotor or abradable heat shield shown in Figure 19. A
now abradable heat shield was installed in the turbocharger and
evaluated on the engine. Again, no measurable difference was seen
in brake specific fuel consumption indicating no turbine efficiency
improvement. Engine testing was also completed with an abradable
power turbine heat shield, with no measurable performance benefit.
The abradable beat shield did not improve turbine efficiency
because windage losses due to viscous shear are negligible below
.020"-.030" backface clearance. However, there is a potential
improvement in mechanical reliability, since insufficient backface
clearance without abradable material would cause metal-to-metal
contact, damaging both the turbine rotor and heat shield.
5.0 Advanced Engine Dynamometer Testing: - Task IV
The advanced turbocompound engine was equipped with the
following hardware, which differed from the interim turbocompound
configuration, to measure the cumulative performance gains of the
advanced engine:
. Redesigned 1.8 inch diameter pulse exhaust manifold.
New injector camshaft lobe with improved injection
characteristics.
Insulated exhaust manifold, charge air turbine volute,
and interstage duct.
. Simulated air-to-air aftercooling (110° IMT).
Simulated ball bearing system for the power turbine.
. optimum power turbine gear ratio.
. Abradable compressor shroud with .004 inch axial clearance.
Emissions were measured using the 13-mode gaseous emission
cycle to verify that the engine was operating at the combined 6
gram level. A 13-mode BSNO of 5.66 gm/bhp-hr and BSHC of .27 gm/
bhp-hr was measured at 14 0 kDC dynamic injection timing with
advanced injection timing to 21 0 BTDC in the light load modes.
A steady-state dynamometer performance map was generated with
the advanced turbocompound engine at the 6 gram combined emission
4
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level. Figure 20 .shows the WHO consumption islands as a fund.
Lion of engine speed and power. Brake specific fuel consumption
at rated power was .310 lb/bhp-hr. The minimum brake .specific fuel
consumption of .298 lb/bhp-hr occurred at 1100 rpm, which is
equivalent to a thermal efficiency of 46.4 Percent. Fuel consump-
tion at torque peak poster was .300 lb/bbp-hr. A conapar icon of fuel
consumpt ion along the torque curve f or the advanced versu.i interim
turbocompound encli ne is shown in F i qur o 21.
The advanced turbocompound performance map wasinput into
cLUnmin.,' VMS progl am to predict, the tank mi leacle over i l,c Cummins,
Pilot center fuel economy route for comparison to t hr VMS results
of the interim turbocompound eneline. A summary of the VMS caleu--
lation , presented in 'fable 1 .shows a predicted tank mileage of 5.7 5
mpel for t he advanced turbocompound engine while t he interim  turbo-
compound ongine prediction was 5.40 mpcl. Thus, a VMS preeiicted
tank ma leago improvement of 6.5% wa s achieved. `I'hIs produced a
fuel savings of 2.9 qul lons over the .simulated '21 60.17 mile coot°.sc:.
A VMS comparison wa., also made for the interim turbocompound
field test route f"rom Florida to California. The southern route
ac ross the United States includes sections of 1-75, 1-10, 1.-20, and
I - t;. This rout e, shown in Fiqure2, pi ovidos a variet y of t errain.s
including plain:;, rollinq hills, and mountainous elrade.,. Tho VMS
predict iOnS are shown in 'Cable 2. The ddVan('ed 0110ine 1 hiVV0d
t an)k mi leacle improvements of Ci.9 and 6.1 percent, over the interim
('['.tune at Maximum cruise .speeds of 00 mph and 65 ►alph, rosPect iWly.
A VMS curt a summary for- f ive types of terrains i s presented in Table
3 for the advanced turbocompound engine and interim turbocompound
ong ine. VMS pred ict ed tank mi 1eago improvements for the advanced
l u y bocompound rnq i ne rondo from 7.0 percent- on level.. terrain to 6.2
pet cent o" a mo untainous route.
7.0	 lli.scu;;:,ion of Results
The advanced turbocompound engine development wars pursued by
Cummins anti WE with t. he objective of a 5% i mprovellrt^nt in fuel
economy over the ve11ic•1e test (interim) turbocompound engine(Ref. 1) . Encline improvements could be realized by increasing the
available energy in the exhaust qas at the turbine inlet, by re--
ducinq operating clearanc os with abradablc shrouds in the turbo--
machinery, and through refined system opt in i zat ion.
The available energy in the exhaust gus at the turbine inlet
was increased throuelh external insulation of the exhaust system
components and by a new exhaust manifold cosign. The exhaust sys--
team insulation inc'rea sod the turbine inlee temperatures 10()-150
result: inch in an .00 lb/bhp-hr torque curve IiSI C improvement.. They
exhaust manifold design improved the pulse conservation of the
exhaust blowdown. This improved torque curve I3SFC from .003 11%
blip-hr at 1900 rpm to .005 lb/bhp-hr at 1300 rpm.
Power turbine shaft mechanical losses were reduced by using
ball bearings versus the interim _journal bearing design. The power
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VMS DATA SUMARY FOR
CUMMINS FUEL ECONOMY ROUTE
ADVANCED TCPD-450 VS, INTERIM TCPD-450
ENGINE INTERIM ADVANCED
MAXIMUM CRUISE SPEED 55 55
(MPH)
AVERAGE VEHICLE SPEED
(MPH) 43,3 43.3
FUEL USED
(GALLONS) 48,2 45,3
AVERAGE FUEL RATE
(LB/HR) 57,0 53,5
TANK MILEAGE
(MPG)
	 ' 5,40 5.75
'/vo ADVANCED TCPD-450
MILEAGE IMPROVEMENT 6,5
VEHICLE TEST INPUT CONDITIONS:
GW (LB)
CRUISE SPEED (MPF)
WIND SPEED (MPH)
WIND DIRECTION (DEG,)
TEMPERATURE (DEG, F.)
TRUCK: PILOT CENTER UNIT 30
KENWORTH CONVENTIONAL
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Table 11
i	 VMS DATA SUM14ARY
TCPD-450 FIELD TEST ROUTE
ADVANCED TCPD-450 VS, INTERIM TCPD-450
Engine Interim Advanced Interim Advanced
MAXIMUM CRUISE SPEED
(MPH) 60 60 65 65
AVERAGE VEHICLE SPEED
(MPH) 57,0 57,1 60,6 60,6
FUEL USED
(UALLONS) 47V 44U 5UD 474
AVERAGE FUEL RATE
(LB/HR) 69,9 65,5 79,5 74,9
TANK M I LEAG E
(MPG) 5,79 6,19 5,41 5,74
two ADVANCED TCPD-450
MILEAGE IMPROVEMENT 6,9 611
TRUCK SPECIFICATIONS
TCPD-450 GEARED SPEED = 74,4 a 1900 RPM - 19,0 HP FAN
INPUT CONDITIONS; GW = 73,000 LB
RADIAL PLY TIRES
STILL AIR
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE = 85°F
KENWORTH CONVENTIONAL TRUCK
ACCESSORIES: AIR CONDITIONING AND LOCKED FAN
ROUTES SIMULATED FROM TAMPA, FLORIDA, TO
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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Table xIx
VMS DATA SUMMARY FOR ^,`ARIOUS TERRAINS
ADVANCED TCPD-450 VS, INTERIM TCPD-450
11 ROUTE ENGINE TANK MILEAGE
b ADVANCED TCPD
TANK MILEAGE
IMPROVEMENT
LEVEL INTERIM 6.17
INTERSTATE
ADVANCED 6,60 7.0
ROLLING
INTERIM 6,20
PLAINS
ADVANCED 6,62 6,8
,2 PERCENT UP
INTERIM 5,66
ADVANCED 6,05 6,9
INTERSTATE
HILLY INTERIM 5,99
INTERSTATE
ADVANCED 6,39 6,7
MOUNTAIN INTERIM 5,20
PASS
ADVANCED 5.52 6,2
INPUT CONDITIONS; 18 ESP ACCESSORIES, GEARED SPEED a 67 MPH,
RADIAL PLY TIRES, 734000 LB GW, 85°F,
STILL AIR
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turbine efficiency was improved via optimizing the gear ratio or
power turbine speed to the engine operating characteristics. The
combination of these power turbine improvements resulted in an
average torque curve SSFC improvement of .0015 lb/bhp-hr.
The fuel injection characteristics were improved with a new
injector camshaft lobe which increased the injection pressure and
shortened the injection duration compared to the baseline cam. The
resultant increased combustion efficiency improved torque curve
BSFC by .002-.003 lb/bhp-hr.
The interim turbocompound intake manifold temperatures were
reduced 30 0F to 110OF to reduce the nitric oxide emissions and
increase the engine thermal efficiency. Combustion efficiency was
improved with the resultant higher air/fuel ratios and lower nitric
oxide emissions with lower combustion temperatures. A torque c^_Irve
BSFC improvement of .001-.004 lb/bhp-hr was measured.
Abradable shrouds were applied to both the charge air turbine
volute and compressor housing. Tip clearance losses are a function
of a dimensionless clearance ratio: t/b-t where t = shroud to
rotor clearance and b = total flow passage width. For the com-
pressor, the clearance ratio was reduced at the outlet from approx-
imately .100 to .02. A 1-2 0,10 compressor efficiency improvement was
measured on both the bench test and engine performance test. BSFC
was reduced .001 to .003 1b/bhp-hr along the torque curve.
The charge air turbine clearance ratio was reduced at the
inlet from approximately .047 to .018. Both the engine.:= performance
test and bench test did no- show turbine efficiency improvement.
The reduction in the turbine clearance ratio was very small compared
to the compressor and did not have a significant measurable effect
on efficiency. A more detailed turbomachinery research program
would be required to better understand clearance effects on the
scalloped radial in-flow turbine and the centrifugal compressor.
The cummulative performance gains were evaluated by inputting
the advanced turbocompound fuel map into Cummins' VMS program.
The VMS calculations predicted tank mileages of 5.75 versus 5.40
mpg for the advanced and interim turbocompound engines, over the
Cummins Pilot Center fuel economy route or a 6.5% improvement. In
comparison to the vehicle test NH-400 horsepower reference engine,
.:he advanced turbocompound achieved a fuel consumption improvement
of 21.6%.
As discussed in the text of this report, there are improve-
ments made to the interim and advanced turbocompound engines which
were intended to improve the engine's performance under turbocom-
pound conditions, but they also improve an equivalent turbocharged
engine. These design changes cloud the benefit due to turbocom-
pounding alone unless the effects of these modifications can be
sorted out from the comparison. This performance testing was not
performed with the advanced turbocompound engine.
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The primary objective of the advanced tirbocompound diesel
engine program was to improve the tank mileage by 5 04 ove): the 1980
vehicle test (interim) turbocompound diesel engines. Engine im-
provements used to develop the advanced turbocompound engine were;
I. Increased the available exhaust gas energy to the turbines
with a more efficient cxh,,,:,,,ust manifold and by insulating
the exhaust system components.
11. Improved the fuel injection characteristics by providing
higher injection pressures and shorter injection duration.
Ill. Improved the turbocompound system by optimizing the power
turbine speed for maximum turbine efficiency and by re-
ducing the turbine shaft bearing mechanical losses.
IV. Low8red the intake manifold temperature (from 140 OF to
110 F) to reduce nitric oxide emissions, and increase
engine thermal efficiency.
V. Improved the compressor efficiency 1-2% by reducing the
operating clearances with an abradable shroud.
The combined effect of these improvements resulted in a rated
power BSFC of .310 lb/bhp-hr with a minimum BSFC of .298 lb/bhp-hr
while meeting the California 6 grain (BSNO 
x 
+BSHC) gaseous emission
level.
The advanced engine performance map was used as input to
Cummins' Vehicle Mission Simulation (VMS) program to predict the
tank mileage over the Cummins' Pilot Center fuel economy route for
comparison to the interim engines. In the course of the vehicle
testing program completed in 1980, it was proven that an excellent
corrc lation exists between VMS predicted fuel consumption - and
actual vehicle test results. The VMS calculations predicted a tank
mileage of 5.75 mph for the advanced turbocompound engine while the
interim turbocompound engine prediction was 5.40 mpg. Thus, a
predir.-ted tank mileage improvement of 6.5 1"01 was achieved with the
advanced turbocompound diesel engine.
The advanced turbocompound engine offers significant improve-
ments in specific fuel consumption. There is a progressive im-
provement in fuel consumption as a function of engine load with the
maximum benefit occurring along the engine's torque curve. As the
heavy-duty automotive vehicles typically operate at high load
factors, they are particularly suited to the performance gains
available by means of turbocompounding.
As fuel costs continue to rise in the future in real dollars,
the turbocompound device will become a cost effective means of
recovering exhaust energy.
It should also be noted that while the turbocompound engine
was demonstrating reduced fuel consumption, it w,,s conforming to
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more stringent environmental emission standards established by the
State of California in 1980. The technique commonly employed to
	 It
achieve lower No emissions is to retard the combustion process.
This results in 6 degradation of the engine's thermal efficiency
and inc%-easas the energy content of the exhaust gases. The tuibo-
compounding system is better able to utilize this otherwise wasted
thermal energy and thus maintains a higher thermal efficiency.
In summation, the advanced turbocompound diesel engine pro-
grain met and exceeded all tank mileage goals, further enhancing
the potential fuel consumption savings of the turbocompound diesel
engine. The turbocompound engine provides an opportunity for the
future by offering increased thermal efficiency, reduced exhaust
emissions, and improved driveability while maintaining present
standards of durability.
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A.	 METRIC CONVERSION TABLE
CONVERSION FACTORS FOR SI (METRIC) UNITS
Quantity Conversion Factor
Length in to m 2.540 E-02
mi to km 1.609 E+00
Area in 	 to m2 6.451 E-04
Volume in 	 to m3 1.638 E-05
gal to 1 3.785 E+00
Velocity mi/hr to km/hr 1.609 E+00
Torque lbf-ft to N-M 1.356 E+00
Pressure lbf/in2 to Pa 6.895 E+03
Power hp to w 7.457 E+02
Mass lb to kg 4.536 E-01
Temperature of to 0 t 	 = (t f-32)/1.8
Fuel Consumption lb/bhp-hr to g/kwh 6.083 E+02
mi/gal to km/1 4.251 E-01
Emissions gm/bhp-hr to g/kwh 1.341 E+00
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